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The Bikers Cafe 

"Motor-bike Themed Café"

The Bikers Cafe is an amazing restaurant where you can hang out with

friends or family. They are open from 7.30a, which means they even

welcome their customers for breakfast. As the name suggests, it is a

Bikers Cafe and the entire place is decorated using the motor-bike theme

especially for those who love riding the two-wheeler. Babycorn, Mixed

Sauce Pastas, Chilli Paneer and crusty pizzas are some of the amazing

items from their menu.

 +91 33 2474 0316  www.thebikerscafe.com/  31 Elgin Road, First Floor, Platinum

Mall, Elgin, Kolkata

 by 1222komalkumari1222   

Oudh 1590 

"Relish the Mughal Delicacies"

Oudh 1590 is a replica of the Mughal Palaces and is filled with beautiful

paintings and wood work. It is very easy to get a feel of the Awadhi

culture and brings back the memories of Wajid Ali Shah. Started in 2011 by

the Chowdhary Brothers, this place offers good food, lovely ambience and

an insight into the historical past of India. Each and every aspect in the

restaurant is meticulously planned keeping in mind the culture of the

ancient era. The menu is also full of Afghani delicacies featuring Shahi

Tangri Kabab, Jheena Biryani, Paneer Qurma and lot more. This place

aims at keeping alive the old Lucknowi taste by offering them the best of

Lucknow.

 +91 33 6565 6652  www.oudh1590.com  2nd Avenue, Plot No 86, Block - CD,

Sector - I, Kolkata

 by sharonang   

The Corner Courtyard 

"Restaurant from the British Rule"

The Corner Courtyard is a very old house that has a colonial history and

was last occupied in the year 1904. It dates back to the times when the

British came to India for trading spices, something, which was known only

to Indians. Almost after 100 years this ancient property is transformed into

a restaurant and is given an individual identify of its own. Kolkata is

known as the heart of colonial India and this place will give you a feel of

the British era. The restaurant is decorated in a rustic manner and offers a

variety of curries and cheese.

 +91 9903990597  www.thecornercourtyard.c

om/

 thecornercourtyard@gmail.

com

 92B Sarat Bose Road,

Kolkata
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